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ABSTRACT

A new method of intonational ana-
lysis is presented with two communica-
tive directions in View: text -9 into-
nation (a word's accent prominence as
effect of text parameters) and intona-
tion —9 text (accent rominence as a
text-formation factor .

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays linguists have evidently ceased

to limit accent prominence (AP) to some
single language phenomena — be it an in-
tonation pattern,a category of definite--
ness/indefiniteness, significance, cont-
rast or emphasis of the utterance /1/.
Now one is inclined to consider AP as a
multi-aspect object of study, which has
to do with the semantic framework of a
text rather than with semantic meaning

0f isolated utterances. Hence,AP may be
ranked together with general categories

0f covert grammar of text thus helping to
reVGAI interdependacy of text constitu-

ents, i.e. text -+ intonation (AP as ef-
. feet of certain text parameters) or_into:

nat10n‘_, text (AP as a text-formation
factor).
The analysis of the intonation of immedi-
ate oral speech seems worth-while for both

StUdying the speech-production mechanism
and context-bound regularities of AP.

In the present paper special attention is
Paid to the functions of AP in spontaneous
monologue of a scientific character (leo-

tures, reports, etc.). Oral scientific
text is characterized by specific accent
markers, i.e. words whose AP serves to
intensify the communicative message of '
the utterance /2/.
His public verbal event being limited-in
time, the speaker has to use a specific
text-production program which should pro-
vide (besides some cognitively relevant
information) argumentation (to convince
the audience) and modality (revealing the
speaker's attitudes). The study of AP's
role in pragmatic constituents of a text

‘ may thus involve a number of particular
tasks, such as analysis of AP in notional
or synsemantic syntactic constructions;
syntactic position of AP in the utter-
ance, text-formative functions of AP de-
pending on the kind of texts and so on.
Our approach to AP problems calls forth
the role of the speaker himself. In the
course of speech the attitudes of the
speaker are-not inflexible nor intention-
ally static: "...the speaker's point of
view is constatly sliding like the camera
man's objective thus exposing the object
from different angles” /3,p.155/. Can we
relate the changing semantic role of a
word in speech continuum to the word's
AP? To answer the question we'll first
delineate our theoretical departure po-
sition. A
L.A.Gogotishvili /3/ distinguishes three
subsidiary pragmatic sense components
which are usually fixed: point of view,
attention focus and discourse pivot.
Point of View is determined by the direct
ness (speaker —9 hearer); hence,we have
two positions that of the speaker (=1),
and that of the hearer (=You).
Attention focus is some semantic compo—
nent of the situation chosen as centre
for all the other components. Various
authors connect the focus with the rheme/
theme notion having the prosodic corre-
late on the surface structure of the sen-
tence: "...rougly speaking, the presence
of a pitch accent correlates with a focus
(and thus with "new information"), while
the absence of a pitch accent indicates
he lack of focus (or "old information")"
4,p.200/. We assume that AP should have
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more ingenuous semantic interpretation:

it may highlight, in particular, Within

one and the same utterance, old as well

as new components of sense which become

significant for either the speaker or the

hearer at a given moment. Hence, using

the term "attention focus" we stress the

role of AP as a text component /5/. .

Discourse pivot is a certain intentional

position commited by either the speaker

or some generalized social opinion. Our

main postulate comes as follows: all the

pragmatic sense components mentioned abow
are prosodically manifested on the acous-
tic . level in the form of AP of some 1e-
xical elements. Now we'll discuss the
idea in detail using Russian adjectives
and adverbs: as we showed elsewhere /6/
.attributive words and word combination

prove to be good lexical material to stu-

dy the role of AP in a nexus of meaning,

purposes, motivations and other compo-
nents of a text.

Point of view

Speaking of AP's function to indicate
the direction of message orientation (on-
to the speaker or onto the nearer) we
should note that it is posessed by dif-
ferent classes of lexemes in quite dif-
ferent degrees. That's why it seems
fruitful to analyze general and particu-
lar properties of various lexical clas-
ses with the view of their different
ability to AP.
utterance formation is allegedly a mul-

ti-stage process beginning with the emer-
gence of some vague semantic concept,
then going to the creation of the logical
and structural plan and finally producing
lexical and phonemic contour. If this mo-
del holds true then there should be three
groups of words which bear the greatest
semantic load and hence are prone to AP:
a) prop words carrying the message of the
utterance; .
b)deictic words supplying structural and
content support to the spoken chain;
c) modal and quantifying words. .
AP words can accordingly have the func-
tions of nomination, communicative mes-
sage (or text formation proper) and mo-
dality.
Distributive analysis shows clearly that
different classes of words differ both
in the intensity of AP and in the fre-
quency of appearing in functions (a-c):
accented nowns are mostly nominative;
verbs, adjectives and adverbs fall main-
ly into the second (communicative mes-
sage) function whereas modal function is
performed by predicative words (1.9.
verbs, adjectives and adverbs of speci-
fic semantics).
To evaluate the agility for AP we intro-

duced index i =NAP , where AP

is the number of cases when the

word (group of words) was found in accent
position and NAP - the number of cases

of non—accent positions in the texts of
special type /7/. .
Unlike terminolo ical adjectives whose

1 lie near to 0 0,37) words denoting

attitudinal meanings have the highest

values of i: adjectives denoting negative

attitude have i = 3,3; those denoting the

highest degree of some property have

i a 2,2; adjectives denoting positive

attitude, intensifiers and modal words

have medium 1 - values (0,69, 0,59 and
0.57 accordingly).
As might be expected adverbs are very

much similar with adjectives: they have

a strictly limited number of high 1 -
value words; there exists positive cor-

relation between frequency of a word's

AP position and its total text frequency;
adverbs with high i - values show much

common in semantic features with their

adjective counterparta.Within both ad-

jectives and adverbs there are groups

of words which are especially apt to AP.

These include: 1) words with high text-

forming potential (pervyj, vtoroj, odin,
drugoj, etc.); 2) words having attitu-

dinal or intensifying function in the
text (osnovnoj, susestvennyj, boPshog,
iskluciteInyj, neobyknovennyj, pravi no,
presto, vesma, ocem, sovershenno, vsegda,
voobfib, etc.); 3) words denoting casual
resultative and some other relations

(novyj, poslednij, ocerednoj, bliZa shiio
Sledujusij, protivopoloinyj, obra nyj.
togda, teperg sejéas, poetomu, zdes,
etc. .
Accented adjectives and adverbs are often
characterized by extremely wide range 0
semantic values and by high degree of
semantic generalization which enables
their use in deictic function (1.6. func-
tion of direct or~inderect reference to

the Preceding or following context).
To sum up, the high 1 - value words
usually possess presuppositional and de-

ictic properties. The more distinct are
the word's attitudinal semes (orienta—
tion towards the speaker) or its deictic
sense (orientation towards the nearer).
the greater would be its AP ability.

Attention focus

BY Changing the attention focus the ”
sPeaker can direct the hearer's "view
to various aspects of his message thus

bringing home sense pivots. In dealing
with the attention focus one should
coincide AP with the word's semantics
and context.
Different meanings of a word have dif‘
ferent AP abilities. The degree of
0f a given meaning depends on the Pre‘
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sence (or lack) of elements that make
this meaning explicit. Let's consider
a group of possessive adjective proua
nouns as an illustration. This class of
words is fre uently used to express the
notion of I gauthor) in the text /8/.
In Russian scientific style tradition
$1 'we' often stands for jg 'I'. Nash
our' has the highest value of i in the

group (inash' 0’44’ lvash'your" 0’22;
imoj'my" 0,11). It's worth mentioning

that gash has the widest range of mean-
ing among the words of the group in
question:
1) 'moj' (my, the speaker's);
2) 'moj i vash' (my and the hearer's);
3) 'nash' (belonging to us). The first
meaning usually has no AP whatsoever;

the other two have much higher values

inashg' 0'41; ihash ' 0'50)‘
Meaning 2 ('moj i vash') is coincident
with the moment of the speech act. In
the course of public speech the speaker
draws attention of the audience to this
or that item trying to get them share
his medidations and to make them part
and parcel of the verbal event. The
meaning 'moj i vash’ is introduced onto
a given audience by additional aids of
the context, such as: 1) tautological
word combination nash s vami (e.g. s
tocki zrenija néshej s vami raboty...;
nashe s vami zasedanije posviaseno vop—
rosu...) 2) inderect appeal to the hear-
er to follow the speaker's we of think-
ing (e.g. nu vot esli vozvra 'atsa /k
néshej klassifikatsii tipov norm/...);
adverbial modifiers of time which refer
to the moment of speech act (e.g. Ia du-
maju Etc teelesoobrazno v nashih dis-
ggisijah / segodn'a / i savtra obsué

use). '

Meaning nash has no additional support
from the context (e.g. takogolroda ra-
bOta / ne provodilas’I ni v nashej ru-
Sistike / ni / voobs’e vteelom). That's
Why AP of nash3 is not so forcible in
sPeech continuum. V
Analysis of a number of meanings in AP
Position indicates that there exists in-
verse correlation between frequency of
meaning's AP and the degree of its con-
textual markedness: less text-bound mean-
inss have higher values of i. As to the
deSree of AP forcibility it is directly
dependent on whether the context contain
elements reinforcing the meaning in some
Way or anothers'the more is the meaning
in need of contextual support the more
forcible it is marked on the prosodic
level.

Eigcourse pivot

The change of discourse pivots in a
scientific oral monologue does not coin-

c

cide with the change of the speaker's com-
municative behaviour (as is usually the
case with dialogues). Hence, the text of
a monologue calls for greater amount of
specific markers both to distinguish
stages in the speaker's communicative
strategy and to outline content and struc-
tural parts of the text in the course of
speech. It is here that AP undertakes its
text-forming functions. For example, a
group of adverbs with markedl forcible
AP (dafshe, teperfl zdes', sejgas, ocen',
ves'ma, sovershenno, vsegda, voobse, etc.)
have proved to possess the following text
loads: 1) promotion of the information;
2; reference to the message that follows;
3 pointing to the previously mentioned
fact; 4) stressing the actual moment of
speech; 5) intensification of expressive
means of the utterance; 6) logical empha-
sis on some fact. '
Within these one can Easily distinguish
three groups of adverbs with different
function loads: a) text-forming elements;
b) intensifiers; c) agents of time actua-
lization. . ,
In the adverbs mentioned above the word 5
semantics is fused with the semantics of
AP and their contextualload is assumed
in the form of a few typical function and
sense combinations: 1) promotion of the
information + reference to the forthcoming
message or stressing the actual moment
(e.g. darshe, teper'); 2) pointing to the
previously mentioned fact + reference to
the messa e that follows (e.g. poetomu,
togda); 3? intensification + logical em-
phasis on some fact (e. . ocen', ves’ma,
sovershenno, vsegda); 4 logical em hasis
+ intensification (e.g. voobs'e); 5 point-
ing to the previously mentioned fact +
time actualization (e.g. zdes'); 6) time
actualization + logical emphasis (e.g.
sejéas).
The sense load of the element in AP posi-
tion attains the greatest functional sig-
nificance at the moment when a discourse
pivot is changed. It seems worthwhile to
enumerate the possible lexical variants
of most frequent AP words within different
discourse pivots and to try to correspond
the AP words to a set of means which serVe
to carry out the sense in oral scientific
speech.

CONCLUSIONS

We've discussed some important functions
of AP in oral speech stressing the bidi-
rection character of the text-forming
process (textehe intonatiOn).

fragmatic components of the utterance are
singled out particularly when the change
of points of view, attention focus and
discourse pivots take place.
The discourse pivot (making explicit the

functional goal of the message) is respon-
sible for interdependence be ween AP and
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various stages of the utterance-formation

-process. It also determines spatial and

temporal limits of the message and cont—

ributes to text formation. In this case

the text is regarded of paramount import-

ance, the task being to find texhal loads

of speech elements in AP position (text

‘9”).

The attention focus corresponds AP with'

a word's semantic and elements of the im-

mediate context rather than with text pa-

rameters. Here we have the reverse direc-

tion (AP -9 text), whose function is to

orient the hearer in the speech conti-

nuum. Further analysis of AP in this res-

pect may contribute to reveal semantic

potential of words in AP position.

The point of view involves speaker/nearer

parameters. It is responsible for a ge-I

neral accent contour of the utterance,

including AP which helps explicate the

speaker's position and AP which takes
account of the hearer's needs. Hence,

this component functions as a bidirec-

tional text-forming mechanism (text<—>

intonation).
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